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This policy has been designed to teach children through the use of concrete, pictorial and 

abstract methods. This calculation policy should be used to support children to develop a 

deep understanding of number and calculation.   
  

This policy has been developed with an emphasis on Singapore methods to develop 

number awareness and fluency.   
  

Using the concrete-pictorial-abstract approach:   

  



Children develop an understanding of a mathematical concept through the three steps 

(or representation) of concrete-pictorial-abstract approach. Reinforcement is achieved 

by going back and forth between these representations.   

Concrete representation  The enactive stage - a pupil is first introduced to an idea or a skill by 

acting it out with real objects. This is a 'hands on' component using real objects and it is the 

foundation for conceptual understanding.   

Pictorial/Iconic representation  The iconic stage - a pupil has sufficiently understood the hands-on 

experiences performed and can now relate them to representations, such as a diagram or picture 

of the problem.   

Abstract representation  The symbolic stage - a pupil is now capable of representing problems by 

using mathematical notation, for example: 12 ÷ 2 = 6 .   

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

Class F  
  

Addition  

  
  



Explore part part whole  relationship  

         

Using the ten frame to support addition of single digits – counting all/combining two groups  
  

  
  

Solving problems using concrete and pictorial images.                  
  

 

    
  

Subtraction  

  

  



    
                                                                  Using the ten frame to support subtraction 

by taking away  

• Peter has 5 pencils and 3 erasers. How  

                                                                                                many more pencils than erasers does he have?  

                                                                                         Solving problems using concrete and pictorial images.  
  
  
  

Multiplication  

  

  



Division  

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Year 1  
  

Addition  
Key vocabulary: add, more, plus, and, make, altogether, total, equal to, equals, double, most, 

count on, number line   

Key skills for addition at Y1: (non-negotiables)   

Read and write numbers to 100 in numerals, incl. 1—20 in words   

Recall bonds to 5,6,7,8,9, 10 and 20, and addition facts within 20   

Count to and across 100   

Count in multiples of 1, 2, 5 and 10   

Count on in ones from a given 2-digit number   

Add two single-digit numbers   

Add three single-digit numbers spotting doubles or pairs to 10   

Count on in tens from any given 2-digit number   

Add 10 to any given 2-digit number   

Use number facts to add single-digit numbers to two-digit numbers e.g. use 4 + 3 to work out  

24 + 3, 34 + 3…   

Add by putting the larger number first   
Solve simple 1-step problems involving addition, using objects, number lines and pictorial representations.   

  



Joining two groups and 
then recounting all 
objects using one-to-one 
Correspondence  
(lots of practice making  

10 and numbers to 10  

e.g. 6  + 4 = 10 or 3 + 5 =  

8)  
  

 

Learn number bonds to 

20 and demonstrate 

related facts Teach 

addition and subtraction 

alongside each other as 

pupils need to see the 

relationship between 

the facts.   

  
 

Add and subtract one 

digit numbers and two 

digit numbers to 20, 

including zero  

              8+1=9  

  
  
  
  

Bridging 10   

Use ten frames, 
Singapore bars, egg 
boxes and number lines 
to practice.   
  

Chn should start with the 

larger number and add 

the smaller number 

seeing what makes ten 

and what is left over.   

 

6 + 6 = 12                          Make 9 in one and 3 in the other. Take one from                                              
the 3 to make the 9 into a ten….10+2 = 12  
        

 Subtraction  
Key vocabulary: equal to , take, take away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how  

many more, how many fe wer / less than, most, least, count back , how many left, how much less  

3  + 4  =  7   
  
  
    

                                               



is_?   

Key skills for subtract ion at Y1: ( non-negotiables)   

Recall bonds to 5,6,7,8, 9,10 and 20, (number bond ‘story’)   

Given a number, say one m ore or one less.   

Count to and over 100, for ward and back, from any number.   

Represent and use subtrac tion facts to 20 and within 20.   

Subtract with one-digit 

an 

d two-digit numbers to 20, including zero.   

Solve one-step problems 

th 

at involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects (ie bead string,  

objects, cubes) and picture s, and missing number problems.   

Read and write numbers fr om 0 to 20 in numerals and words.   

Use number facts to subtract si ngle-digit numbers from 2-digit numbers, e.g. use 7-2 to work out 27-2, 37-2   
Taking away should 
begin with physical 
objects: objects, cubes,  
Dienes etc   

 

 

Subtraction by counting 

back   

 

Subtracting a single digit 

number from a single 

digit number and a 

single digit from a two 

digit by crossing out 

pictures    



Subtracting using the 
part part whole  
(include problem solving 
with missing digits).  
  
  
  

       ?   -  5 = 2  
   

  

Subtraction by  

subtracting from 10   
  

Children subtract from  

10 and not from ones  

14 – 8 = ?  
  
  

 

 

When subtracting using 

Dienes children should 

be taught to regroup a 

ten rod for 10 ones and 

then subtract from those 

ones  
  

20 – 4 = 16   
  



Subtracting multiples of  

10  
  

Using the vocabulary of  

1 ten, 2 tens etc 
alongside 10, 20, 30 Is 
very important here as 
pupils need to 
understand that it is a 10  
not a 1 that is being 

taken away  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 



Multiplication  
Key vocabulary: groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, count  

Key skills for multiplication at Y1: (non-negotiables) *Count in multiples 

of 2, 5 and 10.   

*Begin to say what three 5s are by counting in 5s or what four 2s are by counting in 2s, etc.  

*Solve one-step problems involving multiplication, by calculating the answer using concrete 

objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher.   

*Make connections between arrays, number patterns, and counting in twos, fives and tens.   

 *Double numbers to 10 using concrete objects and pictorial representations.   

Counting in multiples of  

2, 5 and 10 from zero  
  

Children should count 

the number of groups on 

their fingers as they are 

skip counting.   

 

When moving to 
pictorial/written 
calculations the  
vocabulary is important   
  

  
This image represents two groups 

of 4 or 4 twice  

Solving multiplication 
problems using repeated  
addition  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

  

2           4          6          8   
  

4  groups of 2 =  8   
  
  
  
  
  

  



Division  
  

 Key Vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of, lots 

of, array   

Key number skills needed for division at Y1: (non-negotiables)  

*Begin to count in 2s, 5s and 10s   

*Find half of an even numbers to 12 and know it is hard to halve an odd number  Find 

half of even numbers by sharing   

*Solve one-step problems involving multiplication and division, by calculating the 

answer using concrete objects, pictorial representations arrays with the support of 

the teacher   

* Through grouping and sharing small quantities, pupils begin to understand, 

division, and finding simple fractions of objects, numbers and quantities.   

* They make connections between arrays, number patterns, and counting in twos, 

fives and tens.     

Pupils should be taught to 
divide through working 
practically and the 
sharing should be shown 
below the whole to 
familiarize children with 
the concept of the whole.  
  

The language of whole 

and part part should be 

used.  

  

8 ÷ 4 = 2  
  

 



 

 

  
  
  
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Year 2  
  



Addition  

Key vocabulary: add, more, plus, and, make, altogether, total, equal to, equals, double, most, 

count on, number line, sum, tens, units, partition, addition, column, tens boundary  Calculation 
skills for addition at Y2:   
Add a 2-digit number and ones, using number facts and bridging 10 (e.g. 27 + 6)   

Add a 2-digit number and tens (e.g. 23 + 40)   

Add pairs of 2-digit numbers (e.g. 35 + 47)   

Add three single-digit numbers (e.g. 5 + 9 + 7)   

12, 20 and bonds of tens to 100 (30 + 70 etc.)   

-digit numbers (tens and ones)   

Show that adding can be done in any order (the commutative law).   
ng concrete objects, pictorial representations, involving numbers, quantities and measures, and applying mental and 

written methods.  

Using concrete 
objects and pictorial 
representations to 
add a 2 digit number  
with a 1 digit 

number.  

  

  

Using concrete 

objects and pictorial 

representations to 

add a 2 digit number 

and 10s number.  

 

 



 

  
Using concrete 
objects and pictorial 
representations to 
add a 2 2 digit 
numbers.  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

  

Adding with renaming   



 

  

Using concrete 

objects and pictorial 

representations to 

add a 3 single digit 

numbers.  

7+3+2 =       leads to 10 + 

2 =   

  
Using the bar to find 

missing digits.  It is 

important for 

children to use the 

bar in this way to 

encourage the use 

of it to aid with 

problem solving.  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

  



Subtraction  
Key vocabulary: equal to, take, take away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how many more, 

how many fewer / less than, most, least, count back , how many left, how much less is_?   

difference, count on, strategy, partition, tens, units  Key 

skills for subtraction at Y2:   

Recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number.   

Recall and use subtraction facts to 12, 20 fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100 (number 

bonds story).   

Subtract using concrete objects, pictorial representations, 100 squares and mentally, including: a two-digit 

number and ones, a two-digit number and tens, and two two-digit numbers.   

Show that subtraction of one number from another cannot be done in any order.   

Recognise and use inverse relationship between addition and subtraction, using this to check calculations 

and missing number problems.   

Solve simple addition and subtraction problems including measures, using concrete objects, pictorial 

representation, and also applying their increasing knowledge of mental and written methods.   
Read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals and in words.   

Using concrete 

objects and 

pictorial 

representations 

to subtract a 1 

digit number 

from 2 digit 

number.  

  
Using concrete 

objects and 

pictorial 

representations 

to subtract a 10s 

number from 2 

digit number.  

  

Using concrete 

objects and 

pictorial 

representations 

to subtract a 2 

digit number 

from 2 digit 

number.  
 

 



 

  
Recognise and use 
the inverse 
relationship between 
addition and  
subtraction  

   

Use this to check calculations and solve 

missing number problems.       ?   76  

23  53  23  ?   

 Multiplication  

Key vocabulary:  groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, count, multiplied by,  

repeated additio n, column, row, commutative, sets of, equal groups, times as big as, once,  

twice, three tim es...   

Key skills for m ultiplication at Y2:   

*Count in steps o f 2, 3 and 5 from zero, and in 10s from any number.   

* Recall and use  multiplication facts from the 2, 3, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, seeing  

these as ‘lots of’,  e.g. 5 lots of 2   

*Recognising odd s and evens.   

*Double numbers  up to 20   

*Begin to double  multiples of 5 to 100   

*Begin to unders tand that multiplication is repeated addition and to use arrays (E.g) 3x4 is  

three rows of fo ur dots.   

* Write and calc ulate number statements using the x and = signs.   

* Show that mult iplication can be done in any order (commutative).   

* Solve a range o f problems involving multiplication, using concrete objects, arrays, repeated  

addition, mental  methods, and multiplication facts.   

* Pupils use a varie ty of language to discuss and describe multiplication.   
  

Skip counting in 
multiples  

of 2, 3, 5, 10 from 

0  

    
  

 



Recall and use 
multiplication facts  

for the multiplication 

tables 2, 5 and 10.  

  
I can use 

multiplication (x) and 
equal (=) sign when  

writing out my times 

tables.  

  
Multiplication is  

commutative  
  
Pupils should 

understand that an 

array can represent 
different equations 

and that, as 

multiplication is 
commutative, the 

order of the 

multiplication does 

not affect the 

answer.  
  

  
  

Solve multiplication 

problems in context 

using arrays and 

repeated addition  

  

Division  
  

Key Vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, equal groups of, lots of, 

array, divide, divided by, divided into, division, grouping, number line, left, left over  Key 

number skills needed for division at Y2:   
*Count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0   

*Using fingers, say where a number is in the 2s,5s or 10s. (E.g> 8 is the fourth number when I count)  

*Relate division to grouping,   

 



* Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including 

recognising odd and even numbers.   

* Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division within the multiplication tables 

and write them using the x, ÷ and = signs.   

* Show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and division of one 

number by another cannot.   

* Solve problems involving multiplication and division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods, 

and multiplication and division facts, include problems in contexts.   
Recall and use 

division facts for the  
multiplication tables 

2, 5 and 10.  

  
Solve division 

problems in context 

using concrete 

objects by sharing  

 
Solve division 

problems in context 

using arrays  

 
 



  I can solve 

division as grouping.  

 
I can use the inverse.   

  
This should be 

taught alongside 

both multiplication 

and division.  

  
  
  
  

 

What could the missing numbers be?  

  



 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Year 3  

Addition  
Key vocabulary: add, more, plus, and, make, altogether, total, equal to, equals, double, most, 

count on, number line, sum, tens, units, partition, plus, addition, column, tens boundary, 

hundreds boundary, increase, vertical, ‗carry‘, expanded, compact  Key skills for 

addition at Y3:   

Read and write numbers to 1000 in numerals and words.   

-digit numbers mentally, incl. those exceeding 100.   

Add a three-digit number and ones mentally (175 + 8)   

Add a three-digit number and tens mentally (249 + 50)   

Add a three-digit number and hundreds mentally (381 + 400)  

Add pairs of ‘friendly’ 3-digit numbers, e.g. 320 + 450  Begin 

to add amounts of money using partitioning.   

Solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and 

more complex addition.   

Recognise the place value of digits in 3-digit numbers (hundreds, tens, ones.)   

Continue to practise a wide range of mental calculations, ie. number bonds, adding the 

nearest multiple of 10, 100, 100 and adjusting, using near doubles, partitioning and 

recombining   

Use expanded column addition to add two or three 3-digit numbers or three 2-digit numbers  

Begin to use compact column addition to add numbers with three digits.   

Begin to add like fractions. (E.g. 3/8 + 1/8 + 1/8)   

Recognise fractions that add to 1. (E.g. ¼ + ¾ or 3/5 + 2/5)  
  

Add two three digit 
numbers.   
  
Children need to 
use equipment first 
to support their 
understanding of 
place value.   
  
Children to word 

gradually to three 

digit + three digit 

starting without 

carrying and 

gradually moving 

towards carrying.   

   432 +

 521 

=             

 



 

  

  
  

 



Using the bar to 
find missing digits.  
It is important for 
children to use the 
bar in this way to 
encourage the use 
of it to aid with 
problem solving.   
    

 Subtraction  

Key vocabulary:  equal to, take, take away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between,  

how many more,  how many fewer / less than, most, least, count back , how many left, how  

much less is_?  difference, count on, strategy, partition, tens, units exchange, decrease,  

hundreds, valu e, digit   

Key skills for s ubtraction at Y3:   

Subtract menta lly a: 3-digit number and ones, 3-digit number and tens, 3-digit number  

and hundreds . 

Estimate answe 

  

rs and use inverse operations to check  

Find 10 more or  10 less of a given number.   

Counting up dif ferences as a mental strategy when numbers are close together or near  

multiples of 10  see examples above)   

Practice mental  subtraction strategies such as subtracting near multiples of 10 and  

adjusting (e.g. s ubtracting 19 or 21), and select most appropriate methods to subtract,  

explaining why.   

Use counting up  as an informal written strategy for subtracting pairs of three-digit numbers,   

Begin to use partiti oning for expanded columnar addition,   
Subtract up to 3 
digits from 3 digits.   
  
Very important for 
children to use 
dienes equipment 
along with a place 
value chart to 
support.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Only when secure with the method should exchanging be introduced.    

  

 

( 



 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

 

  
  

Using the bar to 
find missing digits.   
  
It is important for 

children to use the 

bar in this way to 

encourage the use 

of it to aid with 

problem solving.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 



Multiplication  
Key vocabulary: groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, count, multiplied by, 

repeated addition, column, row, commutative, sets of, equal groups, times, _times as big as, 

once, twice, three times..., partition, grid method, multiple, product, tens, units, value  

Key skills for multiplication:   

*Recall and use multiplication facts for the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 multiplication tables, and 

multiply multiples of 10.   

* Multiply whole numbers by 10 and 100.   

* Use place value and number facts in mental multiplication. E.g 3x14 as 3x10 and 3x4.  

*Write and calculate number statements using the multiplication tables they know, including 

2-digit x single-digit, drawing upon mental methods, and progressing to reliable written 

methods.   

* Solve multiplication problems, including missing number problems.   

*Solve simple problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use.   

*Develop efficient mental methods to solve a range of problems e.g using commutativity (4 ×  

12 × 5 = 4 × 5 × 12 = 20 × 12 = 240) and for missing number problems x 5 = 20, 3 x = 18, x = 32 

and partitioning to partition teen numbers to multiply by a single digit number.  *Double numbers up to 

50  Written   
Use partitioning (grid multiplication) to multiply 2-digit and 3-digit numbers by ‘friendly’ single digit numbers.   
  

Children should be 
able to recall the 2, 
5, 10, 3, 4 and 8 
times tables.   
  
Multiple a two digit 
number by a one 
digit.   
  

  

  

   

 



 

  
  
  

Using the bar to 
solve multiplication 
problems.   
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

Solve problems 

with missing 

numbers.  

  
 x 5 = 20                   3 x  x = 32  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Division  
Key Vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, equal groups of, lots of, 

array, divide, divided by, divided into, division, grouping, number line, left, left over, inverse, 

short division, ‗carry‘, remainder, multiple  Key number skills needed for division at Y3:   

*Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 multiplication 

tables (through doubling, connect the 2, 4 and 8s).   

*Divide whole numbers by 10 or 100 to give whole number answers   

*Recognise that division is not commutative.   

*Use place value and number facts in mental division. (E.g. 84 ÷ 4 is half of 42)   

*Divide larger numbers mentally by subtracting the tenth multiple, including those with 

remainders. (E.g. 57 ÷ 3 is 10 + 9 as 10x3=30 and 9x3=27)   

*Halve even numbers to 100, halve odd numbers to 20   

*Solve problems, in contexts, and including missing number problems, involving multiplication 

and division.   

*Pupils develop efficient mental methods, for example, using multiplication and division facts  

(e.g. using 3 × 2 = 6, 6 ÷ 3 = 2 and 2 = 6 ÷ 3) to derive related facts (30 × 2 = 60, so 60 ÷ 3 = 

20 and 20 = 60 ÷ 3).   

*Perform divisions just above the 10th multiple using the written layout and understanding how to 

give a remainder as a whole number.   
*Find unit fractions of quantities and begin to find non-unit fractions of quantities  

Dividing by 

grouping 

understanding the 

concept of 

remainders.   

Start with using the real objects-

or objects that represent the 

calculation.   

  
Dividing using 
short division.   
  
Once children are 

secure with division 

as grouping and 

demonstrate this 

using number lines, 

arrays etc., short 

division for larger 

2-digit numbers 

should be 

introduced, initially 

with carefully 

selected examples 

requiring no 

calculating of 

remainders at all. 

  
Remind children of correct place value, that 69 is equal to 60 and 9, but in short 
division, pose:  

· How many 3’s in 6? = 2, and record it above the 6 tens.  

· How many 3’s in 9? = 3, and record it above the 9 ones.  
   

Once children demonstrate a full understanding of remainders, and also the short 

division method taught, they can be taught how to use the method when 

remainders occur within the calculation (e.g. 72÷3), and be taught to ‘carry’ the 

remainder onto the next digit.   



  

Start by 

introducing the  



layout of short     
division by 
comparing it to an 
array.  
    
Using the bar to 

aid the solving of 

division problems.   

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Year 4  
  



 
 

   

Addition   

  
  

Adding  
numbers  
with up to  

 digits.  4   
  
Again this  
should  
start with  
the  
children  
using  
dienes to  
support  
them with  
lots of  
discussion  
about the  
value of  
each digit.    

  



Using the 
bar to find 
missing 
digits.   
  
It is  
important 

for children 

to use the 

bar in this 

way to 

encourage 

the use of 

it to aid 

with 

problem 

solving.   

This is not a form of getting the correct answer but helping to guide children to the correct 

operation.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  

 



Subtraction  

 

  

To subtract 
with 
numbers  
up to four 
digits 
including 
exchanging  
when  
children 
are secure.   
  
Again 

children 

need to use 

dienes to 

support 

their 

learning.    
 



 

 

Using the 
bar to 
find 
missing 
digits.  It 
is  
important 
for children 
to use the 
bar in this 
way to 
encourage 
the use of  
it to aid 

with 

problem 

solving.    

Multiplication  
Key vocabulary: groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, count, multiplied by, 

repeated addition, array, column, row, commutative, groups of, sets of, lots of, equal groups, 

times, multiply, times as big as, once, twice, three times... partition, grid method, total, multiple, 

product, sets of, inverse   

Key skills for multiplication at Y4:   

* Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000   

* Recall multiplication facts for all multiplication tables up to 12 x 12.   

* Multiply whole numbers and one-place decimals by 10, 100, 1000   

*Multiply multiples of 10, 100, 1000 by single digit numbers. (E.g. 300 x 6 or 4000 x 8)   

*Use understanding of place value and number facts in mental multiplication. (E.g. 36 x 5 is half of 36 

x 10 and 50 x 60 = 3000)   

*Partition 2-digit numbers to multiply by a single-digit number mentally. (E.g. 4 x 24 as 4 x 20 and 4 x 

4)   

*Multiply near multiples using rounding. (E.g. 33 x 19 as 33 x 20 – 33)   

*Find doubles to double 100 and beyond using partitioning   

*Begin to double amounts of money. (E.g. £35.60 doubled = £71.20.)   

* Use commutativity and other strategies mentally 3 x 6 = 6 x 3 , 2 x 6 x 5 = 10 x 6 , 39x7 = 

30 x 7 + 9 x 7.   

*Solve problems with increasingly complex multiplication in a range of contexts.   

*Recognise the place value of each digit in a four-digit number (thousands, hundreds, tens, and 

ones)   

Written   

*Use a vertical written method to multiply a one-digit by a 3-digit number (ladder)   

*Use an efficient written method to multiply a 2-digit number by a number between 10 and 20 by partitioning (grid  

 



method)  

Children to 
know all 
times 
tables to 
12 x 12.   
  
Ladder 
method to 
be used 
with 
children 
multiplying 
both two 
and three 
digits by a 
one digit 
number.   
  

 

  

Multiplying 
using the 
bar.   
  

  

   
  
  
  

Division  
Key Vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, equal groups of, lots of, array, 

divide, divided by, divided into, division, grouping, number line, left, left over, inverse, short 

division, „carry‟, remainder, multiple, divisible by, factor  Key number skills needed for division 

at Y4:   
*Know by heart all the division facts up to 144 ÷ 12.   

*Divide whole numbers by 10, 100 to give whole number answers or answers with one decimal place   

*Divide multiples of 100 by 1-digit numbers using division facts. (E.g. 3200 ÷ 8 = 400)   

*Use place value and number facts in mental division. (E.g. 245 ÷ 20 is double 245 ÷ 10 )   

*Divide larger numbers mentally by subtracting the 10th or 20th multiple as appropriate. (E.g. 156 ÷ 6 is 

20 + 6 as 20x6=120 and 6x6=36)   

*Find halves of even numbers to 200 and beyond using partitioning   

*Begin to halve amounts of money. (E.g. Half of £52.40 = £26.20)   

*Pupils solve two-step problems in contexts, choosing the appropriate operation, working with 

increasingly harder numbers. This should include correspondence questions such as three cakes 

shared equally between 10 children.   

*Pupils practise to become fluent in the formal written method of short division with exact  

 

  



answers when dividing by a one-digit number (2 or 3-digit by a single digit)   

*Give remainders as whole numbers.   

*Begin to reduce fractions to their simplest forms.   

*Find unit and non-unit fractions of larger amounts.   

Divide up 
to 3-digit 
numbers  
by a 1- digit 
(without 
remainders  
initially)  

  

They will continue to develop their use of repeated subtraction to be able to subtract 

multiples of the divisor   

 

   

or counting forward(linked to multiplication)   

   
This then leads to the chunking method once the pupils are secure with grouping.  

  



Dividing up 
to three 

digit  
numbers  
by a one 

digit  
number  

using short  
division.   

  
Only when 

the  
children  

are secure 
with  

dividing a 
two digit 
number 
should  

they move  
onto a 3 

digit 

number.   

  

Dividing 
using the 
bar.   

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Year 5  
   



Addition  

  
Adding numbers with 
more than 4 digits 
including decimals   
  
Using place value charts 

are key to this as well as 

place value counters to 

help with the decimals.  

 

  
Using the bar to find 

missing digits.   

  

This is not a form of getting the correct answer but helping to guide children to the 

correct operation.   

 



  
It is important for 

children to use the bar in 

this way to encourage 

the use of it to aid with 

problem solving.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 



Subtraction  

  
Subtract with at least 
four digit numbers 
including two decimal 
places.  
  

Include money, 
measures and 
decimals ensuring 
that children do this 
practically before the 
abstract.   
   

   

Subtract with decimal values, including mixtures of integers and 

decimals, aligning the decimal point.  

 

 

    
  Approxima te ,   

Calculate,   
Check .   



Using the bar to find 
missing digits.   
  
It is important for 

children to use the bar 

in this way to 

encourage the use of it 

to aid with problem 

solving.  

  
 Multiplication  

   
Multiplying up to four 
digit numbers by two 
digits using long 
multiplication.  

  
Children need to be 
taught to approximate 
first, e.g. for 72 x 38, 
they will use 
rounding:  72 x 38 is 
approximately 70 x 40 
= 2800, and use the 
approximation to 
check the 
reasonableness of 
their answer.  

   

        56  

X      27  

______  

       392      (56x7)  

      1120      (56x20)  

______  

     1512  
   

· Explain that first we are multiplying the top number by 7 starting with the units.   

(any carrying needs to be done underneath the numbers). · Now 
explain  that we need to put a 0 underneath— 

are multiplying the number by 20.. (2 tens) which is the same as multiplying  10 and  

 

  

explain that this is because 

we  

 

Approximate,   
Calculate,   
Check .   



  

  

  

  

2.   

· Now add the 2 numbers together to give you the answer.     

· This will need lots of modeling to show the children.   

 

  

Using the bar to support 
multiplication.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Division  
Key Vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, equal groups of, lots of, array, divide, 

divided by, divided into, division, grouping, number line, left, left over, inverse, short division, „carry‟,  

remainder, multiple, divisible by, factor, inverse, quotient, prime number, prime factors, composite number  

(non-prime)   

Key number skills needed for division at Y5:   

*Recall multiplication and division facts for all numbers up to 12 x 12 (as in Y4).   

* Multiply and divide numbers mentally, drawing upon known facts.   

* Identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor pairs of a number, and common factors of 

two number.   

* Solve problems involving multiplication and division where larger numbers are decomposed into their 

factors.  * Multiply and divide whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000 and 10,000 to 

give whole number answers or answers to to 1,2 or 3 decimal places.   

* Use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors and composite (non-prime) numbers.   

* Work out whether a number up to 100 is prime, and recall prime numbers to 19.   

* Use multiplication and division as inverses.   

*Halve amounts of money by partitioning. (E.g. Half of £75.40 = half of £75 (37.50) plus half of 40p (20p) 

which is £37.70)   

*Divide larger numbers mentally by subtracting the 10th or 100th multiple as appropriate. (E.g. 96 ÷ 6 is 10 + 

6, as 10 × 6 = 60 and 6 × 6 = 36; 312 ÷ 3 is 100 + 4 as 100 x 3 = 300 and 4 x 3 = 12)  *Reduce fractions to 

their simplest form.   

* Interpret non-integer answers to division by expressing results in different ways according to the 

context, including with remainders, as fractions, as decimals or by rounding (e.g. 98 ÷ 4 = 24 r 2 = 241/2 = 24.5 

≈ 25).   

Written   

*Use short division to divide a number with up to 4 digits by a number ≤12.   

*Give remainders as whole numbers, fractions or appropriate context.   



*Find non-unit fractions of large amounts.   

*Turn improper fractions into mixed numbers and vice versa.   

*Choose the most efficient method in any given situation   

Diving with up to four 

digit numbers by one 

digit including numbers 

where remainders are 

left.   

 

Short division with remainders: Now that pupils are introduced to examples that give rise 

to remainder answers, division needs to have a real life problem solving context, where pupils 

consider the meaning of the remainder and how to express it, ie. as a fraction, a decimal, 

or as a rounded number or value , depending upon the context of the problem.  

    

Using the bar to support 
division problems.   
  

  

    
  

Year 6  
  

 
 

Addition   

  



Adding several 
numbers with up 
to three decimal 
places.   

  

  

Adding using the 

bar.   

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



Subtraction  

  
Subtracting with 
increasingly 
large and more 
complex   
numbers and 
decimal values.  
  

Very important to use in a range of contexts- 

measures and money.   

Using the bar for 

subtraction.   

  
  

  

 

   



 Multiplication  

Key vocabula ry: groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, count, multiplied by,  

repeated addi tion, array, column, row, commutative, sets of, equal groups, times as big as, once,  

twice, three t imes... partition, grid method, total, multiple, product, inverse, square, factor,  

integer, deci mal, short / long multiplication, „carry‟, tenths, hundredths, decimal   

Key skills for  multiplication at Y6:   

*Know by hear t all the multiplication facts up to 12 x 12.   

*Multiply whol e numbers and decimals with up to three places by 10, 100 or 1000, e.g. 234 x 1000 =  

234,000 and 0 .23 x 1000 = 230)   

*Identify com mon factors, common multiples and prime numbers and use factors in mental  

multiplication.  (E.g. 326 x 6 is 652 x 3 which is 1956)   

*Use place val ue and number facts in mental multiplication. (E.g. 40,000 x 6 = 24,000 and 0.03 x 6 =  

0.18)   

*Use doubling  and halving as mental multiplication strategies, including to multiply by 2, 4, 8, 5, 20, 50  

and 25 (E.g. 2  x 25 is ¼ of 28 x 100 = 700)   

*Use rounding  in mental multiplication. (34 x 19 as (20 x 34) – 34)   

*Multiply one  and two-place decimals by numbers up to and including 10 using place value and  

partitioning. ( E.g. 3.6 x 4 is 12 + 2.4 or 2.53 x 3 is 6 + 1.5 + 0.09)   

*Double decim al numbers with up to 2 places using partitioning   

e.g. 36·73 dou bled is double 36 (72) plus double 0·73 (1·46)   

Written   

*Use short mu ltiplication to multiply a 1-digit number by a number with up to 4 digits   

*Use long mult iplication to multiply a 2-digit by a number with up to 4 digits   

*Use short mu ltiplication to multiply a 1-digit number by a number with one or two decimal places,  

including amou nts of money.   

*Multiply frac tions and mixed numbers by whole numbers.   

*Multiply frac tions by proper fractions.   

*Use percentag es for comparison and calculate simple percentages.   
Short and long 

multiplication 

with up to two 

decimal places.   

  
Using the bar to 
help with 
multiplication.   
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

8 

Approximate,   
Calculate,   
Check .   



Division  
Key Vocabulary: As previously, & common factor  Key 

number skills needed for division at Y6:   
*Know by heart all the division facts up to 144 ÷ 12.   

*Divide whole numbers by powers of 10 to give whole number answers or answers with up to three 

decimal places.   

*Identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers and use factors in mental division.  

(E.g. 438 ÷ 6 is 219 ÷ 3 which is 73)   

*Use tests for divisibility to aid mental calculation.   

*Use doubling and halving as mental division strategies, e.g. to divide by 2, 4, 8, 5, 20 and 25. (E.g.  

628 ÷ 8 is halved three times: 314, 157, 78.5)   

*Divide one and two place decimals by numbers up to and including 10 using place value. (E.g. 2.4 ÷ 6 = 

0.4 or 0.65 ÷ 5 = 0.13, £6.33 ÷ 3 = £2.11)   

*Halve decimal numbers with up to 2 places using partitioning  e.g. 

Half of 36·86 is half of 36 (18) plus half of 0·86 (0·43)   

*Know and use equivalence between simple fractions, decimals and percentages, including in different 

contexts.   

*Recognise a given ratio and reduce a given ratio to its lowest terms.   

Written   

*Use short division to divide a number with up to 4 digits by a 1-digit or a 2-digit number  *Use 

long division to divide 3-digit and 4-digit numbers by ‘friendly’ 2-digit numbers.   

*Give remainders as whole numbers or as fractions, decimals or the appropriate context   

*Divide a one-place or a two-place decimal number by a number ≤ 12 using multiples of the divisors.  

*Divide proper fractions by whole numbers.   
Divide at least 4 
digits by both 
single-digit and 
2-digit numbers 
(including 
decimal  
numbers and 

quantities)   

Short division with remainders: Pupils should continue to use this 

method, but with numbers to at least 4 digits, and understand how to 

express remainders as fractions, decimals, whole number remainders, 

or rounded numbers. Real life problem solving contexts need to be the 

starting point, where pupils have to consider the most appropriate way 

to express the remainder.  

   
  

Long division this 

is for when 

dividing by two 

digit numbers.   

 



Using the bar to 

help divide.   

 
  

  
  


